
RiksTV lab services. 
 

What services can RiksTV offer? 
RiksTV offer services to help the manufacturer towards a successful validation. In our offices at Økern 

in Oslo we can offer three labs for field trials, bug fixing etc.  In the labs we have the reception from 3 

multiplexes from two different regions that we mix with together with e.g. a TS from the Swedish 

network. We have equipment like TS players and recorders, modulators, multiplexers, encoders etc 

to simulate problem areas and play off and record miscellaneous streams to test specific problems. 

We also offer consultancy services with trained engineers with insight knowledge of the DVB, Nordig 

and NTV specifications. 

 

We also have the full Zoo of all approved IRD’s to be used for e.g. compatibility host testing of CAM’s. 

  

    
 

Lab services price table 
Lab rental Access to lab and lab engineer. Please note that only 

facilitation is included in the lab rental fee.  
500€ / per day 

Consultancy Consultancy from engineer during e.g. analysis, fault 
finding and in depth explanation of the specifications. 

125€ / per hour 

 

All lab services must be ordered by sending the purchase order form to validation@rikstv.no. The 

purchase order form can be found as appendix A in this document. 

 

You will get your own keys so that the lab is available for you 24/7 but RiksTV’s engineers will 

normally only be available from 08:00 to 15:00 on working days unless other is agreed. Included in 

the lab rental fee are also lunch, coffee, tea, juice and water. RiksTV’s offices are located on top of a 

supermarked where you can find grocery stores and restaurants. 

 

How to get to RiksTV’s offices. 
The address to RiksTV’s offices (and lab) is: 

Økernveien 145 

17th floor 

0580 Oslo 

 

There are three airports located nearby Oslo and the main airport Gardermoen is the closest and the 

airport that we would recommend.  

 

mailto:validation@rikstv.no


By taxi from Garedermoen airport. 

The easiest way to get to the offices is by taxi. The price is approximately 600 NOK (75€). The taxis 

are located just outside the arrival terminal. 

 

By airport express bus from Gardermoen airport. 

The airport express bus stops just outside RiksTV offices on its way to Oslo central station. The buses 

are located just outside the arrival terminal at Gardermoen. 

 

By train/subway from Gardermoen airport. 

You can also take the airport express train to Oslo central station and from then subway number “5 

Vestli”. On the subway all stops are notified and you should exit the train at Økern station (5th station 

from “Jernbanetorget” where you entered the train). Once you arrive the station RiksTV offices are 

located in the 17th floor in the highest building nearby. 

 

Accomodation 
Hotel 33 is a nice hotel located nearby RiksTV offices. Please check their web page for more 

information, prices and ordering. 

 

 
Route from RiksTV offices (to the left) to Hotel 33 (to the right). 
 
Press this link to open map in google maps. 
  

http://www.choicehotels.no/hotels/hotel?language=en&language=no&hotel=NO103
http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&hl=no&msa=0&msid=113339812535358099572.00047fcc43de635a972a4&ll=59.928915,10.813916&spn=0.007903,0.027874&t=h&z=16
http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&hl=no&msa=0&msid=113339812535358099572.00047fcc43de635a972a4&ll=59.928915,10.813916&spn=0.007903,0.027874&t=h&z=16


Appendix A – Purchase order form – Lab services 
 

[name], a company incorporated under the laws of [state], [registration no.] [if any] having its 
business address at [address] hereby order lab services for End user Devices as follows 
(please tick off checkboxes to indicate which service that are ordered). 
 
 

Description Cost from priceslist Cost 

Lab access at RiksTV premises ... days a 500 €/hour  

Consultancy services by RiksTV ... hours a 125 €/hour  

PVR Compliance test 2 500€ / test  

MHP Compliance test 2 500€ / test  

Total cost according to pricelist for ticked items.   

 
Additional information from manufacturer: 

 

 
 
Signature of Manufacturer: 

Place and Date: Name (block capitals): Signature: 
   

 

 

 


